Learning and “Being” Reiki

Jenni & Deanna are illuminating information that we haven’t shared before in
regards to the transfer of “Divine Breath” through a teacher to a student.
This is called an “Attunement”. New students and current students who have
not yet learned through the “teacher level”, should be aware of the new
protocols and be able to ask good questions of their potential teachers. We
have been teaching for over 15 years and have been in compliance with the
standards set by the International Center for Reiki Training (ICRT). We have
the view point from a historical perspective of the extreme changes that
have occurred within the ICRT in recent years. We have chosen to continue
to teach the ways that we were taught and guarantee the highest standards
to your attunement.

Most students are learning Reiki for their personal use for themselves, pets,
family and friends. This is a beautiful gift to bring into these relationships.
There are a few with the intentions to make this part of their career.
Regardless of your intentions, each of you will receive an “attunement” (if
with us or someone dedicated to the attunement). The attunement process
is a sacred act where we are the conduit between you, the divine and those
who walk in your highest good. We create an environment for the
transmission of holy energy. There is a physical component that is required
from us to be there as your witness. It requires us to be physically strong
and be able to hold our bodies in a correct posture throughout the process of
attuning the entire class. Therefore, we limit the number to 12 students.

There is a historical lens to understanding the Reiki community and its
relationship to you personally. As many of you know Jenni and Deanna use
the labyrinth to communicate with GOD and the heavenly host. Much of the
information we get comes in the form of “Prophecy”. Prophecy is usually
given in bits of information that are not sequential nor logical. We would like
to share with you a few of these “downloads”.
•
•

January 5th 2013: “Be wary of false teachings, look for my name to
know truth”, “Become by from within, Breath”
January 12, 2013: “Beware of Righteousness – stay humble”, “Power
in words”

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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February 16th, 2013: “Raphael- Make a holy space”, “Memorize your
books”
March 2, 2013: “Beware of false prophets”
April 7, 2013: “Answer/ Reiki Breath Valuable”
April 25, 2013: “Must calibrate the Body, not the spirit. The spirit
needs to bear witness to the physical calibration but not interfere.”
August 4, 2013: “Violet Breath” felt on the relationship quadrant
August 10th, 2019: “Violet Breath”
September 15th, 2013: “There will be no pollution of the mind. Beware
of a book coming out.”
January 11, 2014: “Violet Breath”, “Teach”, “Love of ancestors guide
you”
May 4, 2014: “Violet Breath” felt in the first petal

There are many more messages, but we are showing the ones that pertain
to Reiki. At the time of these messages, we wondered why we would need to
memorize our books. Book burning days are over, maybe weather related,
we could only guess. Then in January 2014, we come to understand the
above messages.

William Rand started Reiki.Org and the International Center for Reiki
Training (ICRT) here in the United States. For years he was a highly
respectable leader in our community. He brought together thousands of
people in connecting everyone on the same page with learning materials and
providing a structure for Reiki to grow. Then in January 2014, he sent out an
email to the community that he was given a new system of Reiki called “Holy
Fire®”. When this email came in our box, alarm bells were going off before
we had even read his letter. Remember, we respected him greatly, so this
was a huge surprise to have this reaction. Please take the time to read his
explanation on his website and feel for yourself. Birth of Holy Fire®Reiki

Changes in Reiki since the Holy Fire® Reiki

•

William Rand has removed the “Violet Breath” from all attunements
including Reiki I & II. The Violet Breath is the most important part of
the attunement. It literally means “The Breath of God”. In fact, he

•
•
•

•

•

•

performs rites to remove the Violet Breath and the symbols that were
attuned into the central light column, gone!
The Violet Breath is a key element in attuning the physical carbon
body. Stripping this away renders Reiki completely useless.
He no longer uses the term attunement and now uses “ignitions”.
Holy Fire® Reiki has no spiritual lineage, and he is proud of this.
However, in truth spiritual lineage provides a huge platform from
which to draw light and do healing work. The light energy around our
lineage is a prime energy source, it is ancestral.
ALL of the books have been changed to remove the Violet Breath and
strip any lineage. Some of the powerful symbols we use are being
deleted from the books as well. The books and materials we were
trained on are no longer being printed nor available.
William Rand was the perfect person to “fall” because of the huge
numbers of people that follow him and allow him to strip them of their
true Reiki light attunements.
Now hundreds of people can be attuned at one time because there is
no Violet Breath. Greed has made this an easy choice for him and now
his followers. He charges a nice sum for his classes full of people. He
intrigues people who are after the next certificate to prove they are
better than the people that hold less amounts of certificates. He offers
alluring Reiki Classes to Stonehenge in the UK and Maui Hawaii and
many other places. Lots of people and money at one time. We noticed
he even has web attunements.

Our Promise to You
(Make Sure your Potential Teacher uses Violet Breath)
•
•
•
•

You will be attuned with the Violet Breath. You would never know this
unless you were to ask.
You will be part of our lineage that is long and rich with wisdom.
We will teach you from the old ways and how to use your intuition.
We will entrust in you material and knowledge to keep our lineage
strong. It is up to us not to let this sacred way of life be lost.

